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Modeling rotating flows with neutral and unstable
stratification
Samuel Hassid
Environmental and Water ResourcesEngineering, Technion - Israel Institute of Technology,Hails

Boris Galperin
Department of Marine Science,University of South Florida, St. Petersburg

Abstract. We investigate the effect of rotation on the structure of turbulence in
neutral and convectivemixed layers and assessthe applicability of the R.eynolds
stressturbulence closuremodelsto studiesof deep convection.Unlike in the caseof

stablestratification,whererotationalcontribution
is limited (Galperinet al., 1989),
in neutral and convectiveflowsthis contribution is significant. The rotational terms
endow eddy viscosityand eddy diffusivity with tensoriM properties and algebraic
complexity. In the present study we thoroughly investigate the mathematical
features of this tensoriM eddy viscosity-eddy diffusivity formulation. To ensure
physical realizability of the model, we found it necessaryto impose upper bounds
on the dimensionlessvelocity and temperature gradientsin the expressionsfor eddy
coefficients.It was alsofound absolutelycrucial to include in the model a limitation
on the magnitude of the turbulence macroscaledue to backgroundrotation. This
limitation is similar to the one imposed by stable stratification. The self-similar
solutionsderived from the model are compared with the experimental data by

Fernandoet al. (1991) and are shownto be in goodagreement.Implicationsof
the results for oceanographicmodeling and for simulation of deep convectionare
discussed.

1. Introduction

Second moment or Reynolds stress turbulence closure models have been used to derive vertical mixing
coefficientsin models of ocean circulation. Although
the oceanic turbulence is affected by numerousfactors

lence structure determines vertical mixing coefficients
that enter Reynolds equations and have a strong effect on the dynamics and thermodynamicsof the mean
flow. Neutral and convectivemixed layers are common
in the ocean; they may develop in systemswith strong

evaporation(MediterraneanSea),in midlatitudewaters
during seasonalcold weather outbreaks, and particu-

(densitystratification,rotation, streamlinecurvature,
larly in polar regions,where deep convectionassociated
etc.), only effectsof stratificationare usuallyexplicitly
accountedfor in turbulence equations. Such a simplification can be justified on the basis of the length scale
limitation due to stable stratification. Indeed, turbulence macroscalein stably stratified mixed layers can-

with the surface cooling and ice formation is one of
the driving componentsof the deep ocean circulation

[MEDOC' Group,1970]. The convection
phenomenon
is

thus an integral part of the general ocean circulation;
it feeds cold water into deep ocean currents, influences
not exceedthe O•.midov-Dougherty
scale[Stillingeret the thermohaline circulation and affectsthe global theral., 1983;Itsweireet al., 1993]. Galperinet al. [1989] modynamic balance between the atmosphere and the
(hereinafterreferredto aspaper1) showedthat this li- ocean. It is clear that any realistic model of general
mitation is so powerful that it essentiallyconfinesthe
ocean circulation must be capable of proper incorporadirect contribution
of Coriolis terms to the total bation of the convectionprocesses.There are ocean gelance of turbulence correlations to within 10% of the
nonrotational

neralcirculationmodels(OGCM) availabletoday that

terms.

In neutral and convectivemixed layers, however, the
length scale limitation due to stable stratification does
not apply, and one can expect that turbulent mixing is

handleconvectiveturbulencewith variousdegreesof so-

phistication.For instance,Hakkinenet al. [1992]apply
the Blumberg-Mellorcirculationmodel [Blurnber9and
Mellor, 1983]to simulatedeepconvectionin the Green-

stronglyaffectedby the planetaryrotation (seepaper
land Sea. To describe turbulent processes,their code
1). This is an importantobservationbecauseturbux model of Mellor and Yarnads
incorporate
s thelevel25
[1982]. This closuremodel, however,excludesthe diCopyright 1994 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
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rect effect of rotation

on turbulence

correlations.

It is

not clear a priori whether or not such a simplification
can be justified under convectiveconditions. Moreover,
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the results in paper 1 indicate that the opposite may
be true. The purpose of the present study is therefore
to further investigate this issue and to elucidate the
importance of the explicit Coriolis terms in Reynolds
stressand heat flux equations for realistic simulation of
mean currents associatedwith the deep convection.It
is important to note that the entire processof deepwa-

ter formationis substantiallythree-dimensional
(3-D)
and shouldbe handled by OGCMs. However,its deep
convectionphase can be approximately consideredas

quasione-dimensional
(l-D) in the verticaland can be
thus describedby a horizontallyhomogeneous
turbulenceclosuremodel. Suchan approach,which we pursue in the present study, is a deliberate simplification
that allows us to concentrateon the physicsof the ver-

UNSTABLE

FLOWS

WITH

ROTATION

related terms are of the same order of magnitude as
other terms in the expressionsfor eddy viscosity-eddy
diffusivity, and small parameter expansionsderived in
paper 1 are inapplicable. Moreover, certain parameter
rangesof Coriolis,stratification,and meanshearterms
render these expressionsphysically unrealizable, which
manifestin negativeor infinite valuesof the mixing coeflicients,unrealisticdistributionsof turbulenceenergy,
etc. The appropriate realizability conditionsthat prevent these problemsare describedin section3. Similar
realizability conditionsthat limited the range of variation of the stratification parameter in the expressions
for eddy viscosity-diffusivitywere derived by GMperin

et al. [1988](hereinafterreferredto as paper2), who

excluded rotational terms from the turbulence equations. In the presentstudy, given the complexityof the
tical mixing in convectiveturbulence.
Reynoldsstressand heat flux equations, in which both
There are two more simplifications in our model. componentsof the Coriolis vector are retained the reaFirst, we consideronly one stratifying factor, the tem- lizability conditionsbecomefar more complicated. Secperature. In the real ocean, effects of salinity and tion 4 demonstratesthe complexityand the wide range
compressibility
(the so-calledthermobaricinstability) of variation of the turbulence exchangecoefficientsin
should also be taken into account.
All these effects
neutral and unstably stratified flowswith rotation. Section
5 comparesmodel predictionswith someavailable
can be included in the present model if the equations
experimental
data anddemonstrates
that an agreement
are rewritten in terms of density using an appropriate
equationof state (see,for instance,Melior [19911).Al- between the model and the data is only possiblewhen
though feasible,considerationof all thesefactorswould the turbulence macroscale limitation due to rotation is
result in unnecessarycomplication of the presentstudy, included in the model. Section 6 discusses the results
obscuringits main focus,the effect of rotation on con- and emphasizesimplicationsfor modelingof deep convective flows, where it doesnot really matter what the vection.
sourceof convectionis. Second,our model assumesthat
the flow is hydrostatic, while the oceanicdeep convec- 2. Mathematical
Formulation
tion is nonhydrostatic. Again, since this study is focused not on the real oceanic flows but rather

on one

aspectof their dynamicswhich can be elucidatedeven
in hydrostatic simulations, we found it unnecessaryto
consider the nonhydrostatic effects at this point. All
thesesimplificationsare in line with the generalmethodologyadoptedby Melior and Herring [1972]and Mel-

The presentstudy extendsthe previousworksby Mel-

Ior and Yamadd[1982],Kantha et al. [1989],and in
papers I and 2, in that it considersthe direct effect of
Coriolis terms on turbulence

correlations

in neutral

and

unstablystratifiedboundarylayerswith backgroundrotation. The study is basedupon the 2« level model of
Ior [1973],who separatethe processof modelingcom- Melior and Yamadd[1982]modifiedin paper 2. The
plex turbulent flows into two steps. First, the model turbulence part of the model consistsof the algebraic
is applied to simple and well-controlledlaboratory data Reynolds stressand heat flux equations,
where basic model hypothesesare tested and constants
are calibrated. Then, the model is used for simulations
of complex flows, whereby the model's constants are
kept invariant, but other terms in the equations, and
thus other physical processes,are included. This paper deals with the first step in this process. Keeping
all standard

constants

in the Mellor-Yamada

closure

(x)

model[Melior and Yamadd,1982]invariant,we needed
to add a new constant that appears in the rotational
length scalelimitation describedin section2. The value
of this constant, set by the energy balance considerations, wastested againstexperimentaldata of Fernando

et al. [1991].Althoughthe resultingmodelgivesa simplified, quasi 1-D description of convectiveturbulence,
it neverthelessprovidesimportant implicationsfor general 3-D modelingof convectiveflows.
This paper essentially extends the analysis of paper 1 to neutral and unstably stratified flows. Section 2 provides the mathematical formulation of the
problem. In the casesunder considerationthe Coriolis-

and

uiO
- 3/2uiu•0o
q-

q-/3gi•'
q-f•eiatutO
]

where Ui and ui are the mean and fluctuating velocities, 0 and O are the mean and fluctuating potential
temperature, gi is the accelerationdue to gravity, • is

thevolumetric
expansion
coefficient,
q2- u•, andf• 2n• - (0,f•, f) istheCoriolis
vector,
n - (E• n•) 1/2
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being the angular velocity of Earth's rotation. These
equationsare solvedin conjunction with the turbulence
energy and temperature variance equations

Dqa

0

Dt

(
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Algebraicequationsrelating $•,•,, $•,, $•o, &u, $•,

$•, and$o• to GH, Ru, Rv, Ro••, andRo•• are
quite complex;they wereobtainedusinga symbolicma-

nipulationlanguage(Mathematicain this study, REDUCE in paper 1). (These equationsare available
from the authors.) Significantsimplifications
of these

0q
a)

0Uk
-2/•g•uk0--2-q3

expressionsare only possible in a few special cases,

0-

suchas GH -- 0 (neutral stratification),when

A20Oo

and $•o becomeirrelevant;Ro• x -- O,when

andS•ovanish;
andRo•• - O, whenS•,oand

Here, Sq is the nondimensional
vertical exchangecoefficientfor the kinetic energy,and the variouslength
scalesof turbulence are related to the master length
scalel followingMellor and Yamada[1982]:

(/•, 12,A•, A2) - (A•, A2,B•, B2)l,
where

(Ax,A2,Bx,B2) - (0.92,0.74,16.6,10.1).

(5a)

vanish. In the case of neutral stratification the dynamic coupling between the velocity and temperature

fieldsdisappears,
and the third equationin (9) becomes
an eddy diffusivity formulation for a passive scalar,

-wO - qlSooO©/Oz. Note that in the generalcase,
S•,• •: S•, (although the valuesof these quantities
are very close,especiallywhen they are significant);

S•,•,,S,•, Soo,S•,•Ro•,andS•uRo,depend
onRuRo•
and
RvRo•Ro•
•
rather
than
on
Ru
and
Rv. For
(5b) purely convectiveturbulencewith no shear (Ru - 0

and Rv- 0), Suu,S•, Soo,Su•Roz,S•uRoz,SuoRo
v
The additionalconstantC1 appearingin (1) is related
and S•oR%Ro, are all evenfunctionsof Roy and Ro,.
to othermodel'sconstants(seepaper1) andis equalto
0.08. The length scalecan either be prescribedor calcu-

Furthermore,
in caseRo•• - O,Soobecomes
indepen-

themodelisidenticalwith the
latedusingan additionaltransportequationforq2l[see dentof Roy•. Of course,

of rotationare
Mellor and Yamada,1982]. For flowsnear rigid walls modified2-}modelwhenthe components
set
to
zero.
Note
that
the
signs
in
(9)
are
chosenin such
the length scaleconsistentwith the above formulation

is equal to •z; z being the distancefrom the nearestsur-

a way that all exchangecoefficientsare positivefor po-

Ro•• andRo•1.
faceand r beingthe yon KArmAnconstant(r - 0.4). sitive
Equations(1)-(4) are solvedin the boundarylayerapproximation, whereonly vertical gradientsare retained.
Similarly to paper 1, let us define the followingdimensionless

Galperin and Kantha [1989] applied this model to

neutral
boundary
layers
withaxial(Ro•• - O,Roy
0) andspanwise
(Ro;• • O, Ro1-1- 0) rotation,
while Galperinand Mellor [1991]consideredthe com-

variables:

bined effect of spanwiserotation and streamline curvature. Model predictionsin both studiesagreewell with
other modeling efforts and experimental data available

l ou

-

n, -

q Oz'

in mechanicalengineering.Galperinand Kantha [1989]

qOz'

Ro. -=
-- f,
q

(l)• O©

GH----• [3g
Oz'

(Yb
)
(8)

showed that strong rotation tends to suppressturbulence in either axial or spanwiseconfiguration. In the
case of axial rotation, Coriolis terms cause monotonic
decreaseof the eddy viscosityuntil it falls to zero, indicating the extinction of 3-D turbulence. In the caseof
spanwiserotation the picture is more subtle. Rotational
•ermscauseredistributionof •urbulenceenergybetween
u2 and w2 in sucha way that for moderaterotation rates
the flow may be stabilized or destabilized. However,

an increasein the destabilizing
ro/,ationrate leadsto
flow restabilization

which culminates

in the extinction

Equations(1)-(4) admit tensorialeddy viscosity- of 3-D turbulence. Similar analysiswas performed by
stabilization,destaeddy diffusivity representationrelating the Reynolds Tritton [1992],whoalsoconsidered

bilization, and restabilizationof shear layers by spanwise rotation and derived criteria for thesephenomena
velocityandtemperaturegradients,OU/Oz,OV/Oz,and
80/8z, respectively.
In the nondimensional
form these analogousto thoseby Galperinand Kantha [1989].
stresscomponentsuw, vw, and heat flux wO to the mean

relations

are

3. Realizability

Conditions

Paper 2 describes the constraints imposed on the
value of G•/for
I

--

qa/•g
wO- -SooGH.

both stable and unstable stratification.

On the stablesidethe constraintstemsfrom the length
scalelimitation first usedby Andr• et al. [1978],

lN/q _<0.53,

(10)
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These inequalities can be used for general analysis of

quency. The nature of (10) has beenextensivelydis- the effect of the Coriolis-related terms on the Reynolds
cussed in paper 1; essentially, it constitutes that to

stress and heat flux equations. Recall that in paper

overturn,the kineticenergyof an eddy,q2/2, should 1, equation(39), this effectwas givenby the matrix
exceedthe counteracting potential energy of the back-

equation

groundstablestratification(N/)•'/2. On the unstable
side the constraint on the value of G• is dictated by
the requirement that the buoyant production does not
exceed the dissipation; it leads to

a. < 0.02ss.

(ll)

X- (I + Ro•-IVA,
+ Ro;-1VAz)
-1VB, (14)
where X is the matrix column of Reynoldsstressesand
turbulent heat fluxes, I is the unit matrix, and the

matrices
V,B, Ay, and Az weredefined
in paper1.

SinceCoriolisterms enter (14) linearlyin the expresInequalities(10) and (11) effectivelylimit the values sion within the brackets, their relative contribution can
of $• = $• and $00, which are the only nontrivial, nondimensionalvertical mixing coefficientswhen

be estimated from the inequality

Ro•'• - Ro;• - O.
Onewould
expect
thatwhen
Ro•'•, Ro•-• :/:O,similar

[[I + Ro•'iVA•+ Ro;•VA,[[• 1
+ IRo;l IIVA,II+ IRo;l IIVA,II, (15)

constraintsare necessaryto ensurephysicalrealizability
of the eddy viscosity-eddydiffusivity formulationgiven

wh•r• I1' II denotesthe matrix norm. In paper 1, apby (9). This issuewas not addressed
in the previous pendix B, it was shown that for neutral and convecpapers and will be dealt with in sections3.1 and 3.2.
tive flows,IlVa=11generallydoesnot exceed20, whil

Needlessto say, the new constraintswill be more complex with the presenceof rotational terms, given that
stabilizingrotation can be combinedwith destabilizing
stratification and also that it might be necessaryto restrict the range of variation of Ru and Rv, something
that was not necessaryin the absenceof rotation.

IlVa11 may becomeas largeas 100. Combinedwith
(13b)
(15) thus indicatesthat th• relative
effect of the Coriolis terms on turbulence structure may

bequitesignificant.
EvenforsmallRo•x and
say,of the orderof 10-1 the Coriolistermsmayexceed

3.1. The Length Scale Limitations Due to Rota-

all other contributions by an order of magnitude.
For illustration, let us considerparameter values ty-

tion

pical of oceanicturbulence.For q • 10-am s-1 and

ino;l, no;

8--1,(12)gives
I 5 100m. As-

When a fluid elementwith the kineticenergyq2/2 sumingthat the turbulencemacroscaleis within 1/10

travels in the presence of rotation in the radial direction, some of its energy, as a result of the action of the

of the mixed layer depth, oneconcludesthat the lengthscalelimitation is mainly felt in the deepestregionsof
kinematiccentrifugal
forcefl•r, is transformed
intopo- convectivesystems,such as the "chimneys"in the
tentiM energy(here fl and r are the angularvelocity lar oceans. On the other hand, even relatively shallow
of rotation and the distance from the axis of rotation,
convectivelayers, suchas those that occur as a result of
respectively).Rationalesimilarto that usedto derive the seasonalcooling and have inverseturbulent Rossby

(10) leadsto a limitation on the lengthscaledue to

numbersof the orderof 10-•, may still be stronglyaf-

rotation. It constitutes that an overturn of an eddy requires that its kinetic energy exceedsthe potential en-

fected by Coriolis terms, particularly those related to

ergy(fl/)•'/2 associated
with the centrifugal
forceand

Clearly, effects of rotation on neutral and convective
turbulence cannot be neglected in numerical models.

leads to inequality

m/q <_c,

(12)

where c is an empirical constant that needs to be de-

.
The proper incorporationof theseeffectsin the present

modelrequiresthat (12) be included• an externalconstraint. The applicationof this constraintis straightforward in flowswhere rotation has only one component.

termined. To conform with this energy consideration, If fl hasmorethan onecomponent,
suchas• and • in
the value of the constant c has been set to 1; as will the geophysical
context,the useof (12) becomes
more

be shownin section5, (12) with c = 1 is supportedby complex. For instance, one could think of the constraint
the experimentalresultsof Boubnovand Golitsyn[1990] on I basedupon(12), but employing
the largestof
andFernando
et el. [1991],
in which
Ro••- O.
and •. In the presentstudy,(13a) hasbeenchosen
Inequality(12) is equivalentto
the length scale limitation becauseit is invariant under

+

_<2

from which two other constraints

ioFl

2,

transformations of the coordinate system.
It is important to mention that the length scale limitation is not a part of conventional Reynolds stress
closure models and thus it should be imposed as an
external condition. It pertains to spectral dynamics
of turbulence; wave interaction and turbulence tw•
dimensionalization, the processesusually excluded in
Reynolds average-type models. There exist more so-

(ism)

can be inferred

(13b)
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Mean fields and gradientsin the rest of the model, of

tion (see,for instance,CambonandJacquin[1989]and course,will not be changed.
Jacquinet al. [1990]),but they are yet to be adapted
With rotationaltermsretained,(16) resultsin a confor practical applications in finite difference Reynolds
averagemodels.

straint which is quartic in Ru and Rv and cubic in O•/

(17)
3.2. Limitations
and

Convective

on GH, Ru and Rv for Neutral
Turbulence

The nondimensional
mixingcoefficients
givenby (9)

The exact form of the function ß is algebraicallycomplicated and is not givenhere. Two additional constraints
are:

explicitly
depend
on Ru, Rv, GH,Ro•'•, andRo•-•.

R•max/Rtlma
x - R•/Rtl,

(18)

When these coefficientsare straightforwardly used in
numerical simulations, they can lead to unrealistic re=
.
sults or singularities.The sourceof the problem is the
GH=.•
GH
existenceof nonphysicalsolutionsto the fully algebraic
set of equations for turbulence correlations in the lo- Equation(18) is equivalentto limitingthe lengthof the
cal equilibrium, or level 9. model. A similar problem nondimensionalvelocity shear vector without affecting

occursin the original2« -levelmodelof Mellor and Ya- its direction.In (19) the gradientRichardson-numbermads[1982],wherethe explicitdependence
of the mi- like parameter b•ed on Ru, R•, and GH is kept con-

xingcoefficients
on(SU/Sz)
2+ (SV/Sz)
• leads
to the

stant.

existenceof a parameter range that rendersthe system
physicallyunrealizable.The problemwith the original

binations of the limiting parametersRUmax,RVm•, and

2« -levelmodelwasresolved
in paper2 by eliminationof

G•=.=. The one chosen•

i.

omthe actual constraintpre-

the(OV/Oz)
• + (OV/Oz)
• termfromtheexpressions
for servesthe signsof Ru and Rv and usesparameterswith

the mixing coefficients. In the present case, however, the smallest absolute values.
Thedependence
of G•=.• on Ro•• andRoy• for
such a simple remedy is not possible, and one needs
to introduce some rules which should limit the range purely convectiveturbulenceis shownin Figure 1. Here,
ofvariation
ofRu, Rv,GH,Ro•'•, andRo7• in theex- as well as in the rest of the figuresto follow, the ranges
aresetbetween
-2
pressionsfor the mixing coefficients.The choiceof these of Ro•• andRo••, forgenerality,
rulesis not unique, and thus the limiting manifold is not and2,although
ingeophysical
applications,
Ro•• isalwell defined. However, it is assumed that the results of ways
positive.
However,
insome
cases
negative
Ro•• is
simulations will not be overly sensitive to the particu- equivalentto negative Ru, such that the presentrange
lar choiceof limitations as long as they don't disturb of Rossbynumbersallowsone to accountfor different dithe mean field and preserve turbulence correlations as rectionsof the mean flow. One can seethat G•=.= posphysically realizable.
sesses
a planesymmetry
withrespect
to theRo•• - 0

Therangeofvariation
of Ro•'• andRo•'• islimited •is. ForRo•• - Roy• - 0 themaximum
valueofG•

accordingto (13b)and (13c). To restrict the varia- is 0.0233,
consistent
withpaper2. ForRo•• - 0 the
tion of Ru, Rv, and G•/, one needs three additional
value
of
G•=..
is
independent
of Ro• •. G•=.. increases
constraints.
One of them is related to the distribution
of turbulence energy among its components. In paper
2 it was shown that with rotational terms excluded,

u•/q• + •'/qa + •-•/q• _ 1+ O(a•),wherea isa small
parameter characterizing the deviation from the local

withincreasing
[Ro•l, having
a particularly
sharprise

in the vicinityof Roy• - O,whereG•=.. canincrease
by more than an order of magnitude compared to the

caseRo•• - O.
A nonzero shear renders the situation more compli-

isotropy.For the localequilibri__um
or the level2 model cated, even in the caseof neutrally stratified media, beit is easyto seethat the sumua/q• + va/q• + toa/q• is
equal to 1 identically, with or without rotation. With

Coriolistermsincluded,whenua/q•, va/q• and wa/q•

causeRUm• and Rvmaxdepend on the direction of the
velocity vector. For convective turbulence with shear

are expressedin terms of the mixing coefficients,then (Figure2) it can be seenthat Rum• and RVm• have
in thevicinity
of Ro•• - Roy• - 0 and
parameter rangesare found in which their sum exceeds theirminirod
generally
grow
with
Roy
•
and
Ro•X,although
thereare
the value of 1. Excluding these ranges and thus decertain
directions
where
they
decrease.
For
the
case of
manding that
neutral stratification the dependenciesare quite similar

•lq2 + •lq2 + •-•lq2< 1,

(16)

and are not shown.

The use of the constraints or realizability conditions
ensures
that componentsof the matrix of exchangecoonederivesthe limiting valuesGH.•.x, RUmaxand RVmax
or the realizability conditions,for which the matrix of efficients are well behaved and do not attain infinite or
the mixingcoefficients
in (9) remainsphysicallymean- negative values, and that the discriminant of the maingful. In actual simulations the values of Ru, Rv, trix is positively definite. These realizability conditions
and G•/ will not be allowedto exceedG•/...x , RUmax, should be incorporated into all numerical simulations
and Rvma•,in calculationsof the exchangecoefficients. employingthe present model.
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0.6

0.4

0.2

o

Ro7i

-2

-1

Ro••
-2

Figure 1. Limiting value for (7H for purely convectiveturbulence.

4. Dependence of Exchange Coefficients
and Turbulence Energy Components on
the

Model

Parameters

ticularlyfor w•/q• andS00.The behavior
of u•/q• and

v-•/q• is complex,
but the rangeof theirvariationis
small. Note that Figure 3 is symmetrical with respect

to theRo•• -0 axis.
Figures 3 through 4e describevariation of turbulence
characteristicsin unstably stratified flows. The results
for neutral flows generally exhibit behavior similar to
that in Figures3 through4e•althoughthe rangeof variation may be reduced;thus theseresultsare not shown
here. A generalcommentshouldbe made. Although

Figures 4a through 4e show model results for shear
convectiveturbulence, where it was set Gt/- 0.02 and

(Ru
-• + Rv-•)•/• - 0.4.These
results
depend
not
only on the magnitude of the velocity vector, but also
on its direction; there are significantdifferencesfor negative and positivevaluesof Ru and Rv. Figures4a and
4b indicate that, similarly to the tendencies found in

Ru, Rv, G•t, Ro•• andRo•• appear
asfreeparame- Galperinand Kantha [1989]in spanwiserotatingflows,
ters in (1)-(4), they are not so in the full modelthat
calculatesmean profiles using eddy viscosityand diffusivity. Therefore Figures 3-4e should be viewed as an
illustration of the possiblerange of variation of the turbulencevariablesrather than as actual configurations.

the mean shear acts to redistributeturbulenceenergy

betweenu• and w•, suchthat increase/decrease
in the
former is accompaniedby decrease/increase
in the latter. However,the presenceof nonzerof makesthe picture more subtle because, contrary to the case consideredby Galperinand Kantha [1989],v• is nowalsoa
--.._

Forexample,
in Figure3 forRo•'x _•1 andRo•'x - 0
onefindsthatts•'/q
• + •'/q• + •-•/q• • 0.65( 1. How- function
ofRo•xandRo]x. Consistent
withtheanalyever• it is unlikely that such a situation can occur in
simulationswith prognosticRu, Rv, and Gt/, when realizability conditions are enforced.
In Figure 3 the dependenceof the componentsof the

turbulenceenergyand the eddy diffusivityon Ro•'•

sisin section3.1, the mixing coefficientsshownin Figures4c and 4d may vary by almostan orderof magnitude,

evenforsmallvalues
of Inol andIno;Xl.Generally,
largeIRoXl andIRoTXl
tendto reduce
S•,,,(Figure
4c), consistent
with the resultsof Galperinand Kan-

andRo•'x is shown
for purelyconvective
turbulencetha [1989].However,this tendencyto stabilizationmay
(Ru-

Rv - 0). One can seethat the dependence
on

Ro•'x disappears
forRo•'• - 0, in agreement
withob-

servations made earlier. Consistently with the model's

equations,
w•/q• and Ss• vary proportionally;
the de-

now be offset by the increasein S**, which has a destabilizing nature. Also, the stabilizing influenceof the
Coriolis terms often more than compensatesthe destabilization due to the thermal forces. For moderately

pendence
onRo•'• issignificant
forallparameters,
par- negative
values
of Ru, Rv, andRo••, bothS,•, and
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Figure
2. Limiting
values
forRuandRvforconvective
turbulence;
GH(Ru-2+ Rv-2)
-•/2
0.05.
(}•o•'1 -- 0, }•o•'1 • 0) werestudied.
Forsuchflows,

Svv increase, and the flow is rather destabilized. The
decreasein Suufor larger negativevaluesof Ru and Rv
can be attributed •o restabilization;a tendencysomewhat similar to that discussedin Galperin and Kantha

In the experimentsof Fernandoet el. [1991]there
are tworegimesthat admit self-similar
solutions(1) the

[1989].

developingboundary layer, where the mixed layer en-

In all casesthe off-diagonalcomponentsof the eddy
viscosity-eddydiffusivity tensorthat were identical zero

trainsinto the quiescentfluid, and (2) the fully mixed

model equationssimplify significantly.

regime, where the mixed layer fills the entire domain.
for Ro•'• -- Ro•'• - 0 significantly
increase
within- In both casesone can relate the turbulence energy to
creasingabsolutevaluesof the inverseRossbynumbers, the buoyancyflux Q by invokingthe assumptionof local
as seenin Figure 4d. They becomecomparablewith the equilibrium,

=

diagonalterms(Figure4c), particularlyfor negativeRu
and Rv. Sometimes,
the s,,aU/az term in (9) may be
smaller than the other terms in the uw equation, which
indicatesthat in actual simulationsit may be necessary
to simultaneouslyinvert the entire matrix rather than
estimatethe off-diagonalterms from the last time step,
a procedurethat may lead to numerical instability.

5. Comparison With Other
Experimental Results
A partial test for the model is the experiments of

Fernandoet al. [1991],in whichthe characteristics
of
convective turbulence in the presenceof axial rotation

(20)

(72-- -•gwS.

(21)

It was found that in almost all the experimentsthe turbulence macroscale

had attained

the values at which it

becamelimited by centrifugalforcesand could be calculated from the equation

at-

q.

(22)

Equation(22)is consistent
with (13c). Substituting
(22) with (20), oneobtainsan expression
for turbulence
energy in the vicinity of a wall q0, where the buoyancy
flux is Q0:

qo((•0/•'•)
--1/2-- ]r•1/2
•"1

'

(23)
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Figure3. Dependence
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onao;'xandao;X;convective
turbulence
Gn - 0.02.

The valueof the constanton the right-handsideof (23)
is 4.07, in fair agreement with the value of 2.5 4- 0.3

foundby Fernandoet al. [1991].The equationfor the
buoyancyflux in terms of the buoyancyparameter b /•ge is

Q- Cql0'•'

(24)

(26)
giving

O17

h,(a-3Qo)-1/2-- (2CBxat)
1/2.

(28)

where the constant C can be derived from the present
model. Assumingthat Gs hasreachedits limiting value The variation of h, is compared with the data of Fernandoet al. [1991]in Figure5. In the samefigurethe
of 0.0233 and that the dependence of S• on Gs has
model-predictedcurve for no rotation is shownto be in

ceased,
onefindsC -- 2.52. Then, using(20), (21), and
(24), it canbe shownthat

excellent
agreement
withh, - 0.3(Qot)
3/2which
correlateswith Fernandoet al.'sno-rotationdata (notethat
in plotting this correlationwe multiplied both its sides

by(f•-3Q0)-z/2).Consistent
withtheexperiments,
the
presentresults show that rotation decreasesthe rate of
entrainment of the mixed layer by an order of magnitionalto f•2, the constantof proportionality
beingequal tude. The observeddevelopmentof the mixed layer is
to 0.025, as compared with a value of 0.02, which is relatively well predicted for most experiments. In some
consistent with the measurements
of Fernando
et al.
cases,though, for low valuesof heat flux and high an[1991]for the fully mixedregime.The buoyancy(tem- gular velocity, the Fernando et al. data are rather unperature)profileis linear,varyingfromQ2h,/(CB•) at derpredicted. In these cases,Fernandoet al. state that
the viscouseffectsare rather important and cannot be
z - 0 to 0 at the edge of the mixed layer, where z The buoyancy balance equation becomes
neglected.
Thus the buoyancy gradient is constant and propor-
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The buoyancyvariance can also be calculatedassum- pure convection,studiesof turbulencein rotating fluing local equilibrium betweenits productionand dissi- ids conductedin experimental apparatusesof finite dimensionsare invariably accompaniedby secondarycirpation
culation, which affects the growth rate of the mixed
-•
b - -B2
-

_•
qOb
q

CB•'

(29) layer(see,for instance,Boubnovand Golitsyn[1990]
and Hassialet al. [1991]). Therefore,to improvethe
agreementwith the data of Fernandoet al. [1991],it

or for near-wall values,

may be necessaryto fully accountfor the effectsof the
secondarycirculation, as well as for moleculareffects;
a task beyond the scopeof this effort. However, the
experimentalresultsof Fernandoet al. do support the
Thecoefficient
infront
of(QQo)
•/2in(30)isequal
to assumedform of the length scalelimitation in the pres0.5, in good agreementwith the measurementsof Fer- enceof backgroundrotation. Without sucha limitation
nandoet al. [1991]for the middlepart of the boundary it would be impossibleto obtain any kind of agreement
layer, from which a value of 0.3 4- 0.1 can be inferred. betweenthe scalinglawsderivedfrom the presentmodel
The measurements
of Boubnovand Golitsyn[1990]give and the experimental results.

-

(30)

a close value of 0.648.

It can be seen that the agreement with the experi-

mentaldata of Fernandoet al. [1991]is goodfor mean
flow parameters and buoyancyvariance and fair for turbulent velocity. The generalform of the equationsis the
same,and the scalinglawsbasedon the angularvelocity
are consistent

with the results of Fernando

et al.

It is important to note that, contrary to the case of

6. Discussion

and

Conclusions

The analysisof the direct effectsof Coriolis terms on
the Reynoldsstressand heat flux equationscarried out
in paper 1 for stably stratified flows,has been extended
here to neutral and unstably stratified flows. The assertion made in paper 1 that in the absenceof limiting
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stable stratification, rotational contribution in turbulence correlation equationsmay be equal to or even
exceedcontributionsfrom other terms, has been confirmed. Furthermore,it wasfoundthat thereare ranges
of the model'sparametersin which the systembecomes
physicallyunrealizable. To alleviate suchproblems,a
set of rules or realizability conditions has been establishedthat preventsthe systemfrom developing
singular or nonphysical behavior. These conditions result
from generalizationof a similar approachdescribedin
paper 2 but are much more complexalgebraically,reflecting the complexity of the presentmodel.
An important constraint developedin the present
study is the length scalelimitation due to rotation. Although its physicalmechanismdiffersfrom that of stable stratification,it acts in a similar way, limiting the
maximum

size the turbulence macroscale can attain in

a rotating coordinate system. It is important to note
that neither the length scale limitation due to stable
stratification

nor that

due to rotation

can be derived

The results of sections3.1 and 4 clearly demonstrate
that the Coriolis effect has an appreciable influence
on the turbulence structure. The mixing coefficients
assumea tensorial form with significantoff-diagonal
terms. In paper 1, it was shownin a very generalway
that in the range of geophysicallyrelevant parameters
the stable stratification effectively limits the total contribution of Coriolis terms to turbulence correlations,

boundingit to within 10% of the other terms. In the
present study it was shown that in neutral and convective flows,rotation can changethe rates of momentum
and heat transfer by an order of magnitudeeven when

Ro•• andRo•'• arerelatively
smallandthustheCoriolis effectsby no means can be neglected. Moreover,
giventhat the alestabilizing
influenceof stratificationis
sometimesmore than counterbalancedby the stabilizing
influenceof rotation, excludingtheseeffectsmay result
in a seriouslyfaulty image of the turbulent exchange
processes.

To implement the expressionsdevelopedin this pafrom the presentmodel or other conventionalReynolds per in modelsof oceanicand/or atmosphericcirculastressclosure models; both should be imposed on the tion, one will have to overcomedifficultiesrelated to the
model as external constraints.
The roots of this deficomplexityof the mathematical expressions
for the exciencystem from the inability of the Reynoldsaverage changecoefficients;the necessityof usingmatrix equaclosuremodels to describeflows that undergo transi- tions and the need to solvea transcendentalequation to
tion from 3-D to 2-D turbulence under the action of
find the constraintson the dimensionlessparametersof
external factors or extra strains. For stably stratified the model. Although these difficultiesare appreciated,
flows,sucha transition takes place at scalescomparable the use of the simplifiedexpressionsmay not be an apwiththeDougherty-Ozmidov
scale,
Lo- (•/Na)
•/•; propriate solution in the general case. In particular,
e beingthe rate of the viscousdissipation[Dougherql, althoughthe expressions
obtainedfor verticaland pole1961; Ozmidov, 1965; Stillin•ler et al., 1983; Itsweire ward rotation separatelyare significantlysimpler than
et al., 1993]. For rotating flowsthe relevantscaleis the generalcase,the interactionof the two components
1• -- (,/fi2)•/• [K•me•kovich
et•l.,1056].
Thelengthof rotation is too complex to be describedby simpliscalelimitations employedin the presentmodelfor both fied models. This is particularly true for the poleward
typesof floware closelyrelatedto Lo (seepaper1) and component,which can have a destabilizinginfluencefor
Lrl.
somevaluesof the velocitygradientand a stabilizingin-
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fluencefor others, as explainedby Gglperia gad Kgathg

[1989].
The presentstudy showsthat if Reynoldsstressclosuremodelsare to be usedto pararneterizeneutral and,
particularly, convectivemixed layersin the oceanicenvironment, then they should include Coriolis terms in
all equationsdescribingsecond-orderturbulence correlations and thus vertical mixing coefficients. Given
this additional complexity and the fact known mostly
from the meteorologicalresearchthat eddy viscositydiffusivity formulation with a single-turbulencemacroscale cannot reproduce certain features of convective
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Reynoldsaveragemodelsaccountfor the small-scale,
3-D, near-isotropicturbulence responsiblefor the vertical, quasi 1-D mixing in systemswith large aspect
ratio and, thus they can be and are being used in at-

mospheric
and oceanicGCMs (for example,seeRotgti
aridMiltakoda,[1988]);the horizontal,quasi2-D mixing
processes
in thesemodelsare describedby differentparameterization

schemes.

As a result of this study, it now appears necessary
to retain Coriolis terms in equationsfor turbulence correlations and make necessarymodificationsin resulting
eddy viscosity-diffusivityformulationsin order to propboundarylayers(see,for example,GMioeriagagHgssid erly simulate atmospheric and oceanic boundary lay[1986],and references
therein),it is usefulto reassess ers with backgroundrotation and neutral and unstathe utility of Reynolds averagemodels for describing ble stratification and, particularly, the deep convection
verticalmixing in OGCMs. Let us considersomealter- episodes. Clearly, further researchis necessary,partiof the rotational
natives. In principle, one could think of direct numeri- cularly with respectto the assessment
cal simulation of convective turbulence, when a system effectson large-scale,long-termcirculationand simpliof governingequationsis solvedfor all scales,including fication of the turbulence closure scheme that would
the viscousdissipation. Obviously, such an approach improve its computational efficiency.
is unfeasible for realistic spatial and temporal scales.
Somesuccessin modelingof convectiveflowshas been
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